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The concept of completely monotonic functions was introduced by

S. Bernstein in 1914. A function/(x) is said to be completely mono-

tonic in a<x<b if and only if

(1) (-1) <*>/<*>(*) ^0, a< x<b, ft = 0,1,2, ••• .

In 1928 Bernstein established that complete monotonicity of fix) for

0^x< <» is a necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) have a

representation

(2) f(x) =  |    e-*'dait), 0 ^ x < *>,

as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform, where ait) is bounded and nonde-

creasing [4, 144-163].*

In 1949 Hirschman and Widder [2, 87, 92, 96] generalized Bern-

stein's theorem into a representation theory for the class of convolu-

tion transforms with totally positive kernels. Such a kernel is con-

structed as follows: Let {a„} "_t be a sequence of nonzero real numbers

such that zZn-i an2 < °° • Let .s be the complex variable s—cr+ir, and

define the entire function

Eis) = n f 1 - —1 «•'*.
n-i L        anJ

The totally positive kernel Git) is defined by

Git) =- I     -ds.
2iriJ-imEis)

Hirschman and Widder showed that a function /(x) can be repre-

sented as a convolution transform

/OO

Gix-t)dfiit), y<x<oo,
-00
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where 6(t) is nondecreasing and y is the abscissa of convergence of

the transform [l, 182], if and only if (in case ak>0)

f(x) = o(exp a2x), x—» »,

where a2 = mink>o (ak), and, setting Df(x)=f'(x),

(4) gk(x) = II (l - —)f(x) =0,      y < x < oo, k - 0,1, 2, • • • .
„_i \        a„/

Bernstein introduced a second definition of completely monotonic

functions in terms of finite differences and proved that the class of

functions so defined is equivalent to the class defined by (1). Using

this second definition, he was able to show that, if a sequence of func-

tions, each element of which can be represented as a Laplace trans-

form of the form (2) in 0^x< oo, converges to a limiting function,

then the limit can also be represented as a Laplace transform of the

same type.

In the present paper, we shall proceed in a similar fashion to extend

the representation theory for the transform (3).

Let {afc}r-i be a sequence of nonzero real numbers with the prop-

erty that

(5) lim \ ak\   = ».
t-»co

Let {^tji.-m.t^o be any selection from this sequence satisfying

(6) A-m < 4_(m_i> < •       < A-i < 0 < Ai < A2 < ■ ■ ■ < An,

m, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

We note that the range of m or n is bounded in case the sequence

{a*}r«i has a finite number of negative or of positive terms, respec-

tively.

Definition 1. The function/(x) is said to be completely monotonic

(D, A) with respect to the sequence {a*}i°»i m the interval a<x<b

ii and only if

«».»(*) =      II     (1 - T-)/(*) ^0,a<x<b,m,n = 0,l,2,--- ,
h—m,k*Q \ Ak/

for all selections {A*}"=-m,t^o from the sequence {o}"_! which satisfy

(6). We shall write go,n(x)=gn(x) to agree with the notation intro-

duced in inequality (4).

Definition 2. The function/(x) is said to be completely monotonic

(A, A) with respect to the sequence {atj^-i in the interval a<x<b

ii and only if
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gA—mtO gA-lm-l)'0 .   .   .   Cil_1'0/Yt'o) g^tl«0 .   .   .   gAntO

gA-m'1 gA-(m-l)«l .   .   .   gA-l«l/(tl) eAin '   •   •   eA*'i

£ 0,

gA.—m*m+n    &A-~(f»~l)e«+n   ...   /»A—l*m +»*/[*     ,     )       /»^l<m+n  ...   g^-n'm+n

m, ra = 0, 1, 2, • • ■

for all {-4*}"_-m,**o satisfying (6) and all real numbers {e*}™J"0B satis-

fying

(7) a  < to  < «1  <   '  •  "   < tm+n  <  b.

The equivalence of these two definitions is contained in the follow-

ing two theorems.

Theorem 3. // the function f(x) is completely monotonic (A, A) in

a<x<b, then it is completely monotonic (D, A) in a<x<b.

The proof of this theorem will follow the proof of

Theorem 4. If fix) is completely monotonic (D, A) in a<x<b, then

it is completely monotonic (A, A) in a<x<b.

To prove this, we shall need a result [3, 49] which we state as

Theorem 5. Let «i<a2< • • • <a„. Let fii<fi2< • • • <p\». Then
the determinant

gai/3l      ga10»  •  •  •   g<*lfti

0<*20i     gt!20j • • ■ g«a0»

> o.

gan&l      gcinfli  .   .   .  gClnfin

Proof of Theorem 4. Since

/ D\ e**De-A*f(x)
(1 - -j/(x)  = _a        ,

Rolle's theorem implies that, if fix) has ra zeros in a<x<b, then

(1— D/A)fix) has at least ra —1 zeros in that interval. We set

Fix) = fix) -     zZ     *»«**' - b0,
fa——m,k?£Q

where {bk}t_m are constants to be determined. It is clear that

(8) f[        (l - —W)  = gm,nix)  - b0.
k—m,k*0 \ Ah/
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Let €o, £1, • • • , em+n be any real numbers satisfying (7). By Theorem

5 we may choose {&*}t__m such that

F(ej) =0, j = 0, 1, • • • , m + n.

Thus F(x) has m+n+1 zeros, so that there exists e, eo<e<e„+m, for

which

fl      (l--PjF(e) = 0.
k-m.JMO V Ak/

Setting x = e in (8), we obtain that

bo  =   gm,n(t)   ^   0.

From the definition of b0 and from Theorem 5, it follows that the

determinant

gA-n'O .   .   .   ^-l«oy(€o) ^KO .   .   .   gAn'O

e4-».i     . . . e^-Iel/(ei) e4"1     • • • e4"'1       i£ 0.

gA.—mtm+n .  .  . qA —lem+n/(*€.nj-  ^      gAltm+n .   .   .  gAnfm+n

Thus/(x) is completely monotonic (A, A).

Now we establish the converse, i.e., Theorem 3. For the purpose of

simplification, we henceforth suppose that f(x) is completely mono-

tonic (A, A) in the interval — oo <x< oo. Further, we assert that it

will be sufficient to consider sequences {a*}"„i of positive terms. In

other words, we need to show only that, if f(x) is completely mono-

tonic (A, A) with respect to a sequence {a*}t°=i of positive terms

satisfying (5), then/(x) is completely monotonic (D, A). For, if this

assertion has been proved, and if h(x) is completely monotonic (A, A)

with respect to a sequence of nonzero numbers satisfying (5), the

following argument shows that h(x)EC'c. Either the sequence con-

tains a subsequence of positive terms or it contains a subsequence

of negative terms, or both. In the first case, h(x) is completely mono-

tonic (A, A), and hence (D, A), with respect to the positive subse-

quence; thus h(x)EC°°. In the second case, making use of elementary

properties of determinants, we may observe that h( — x) is com-

pletely monotonic (A, A) with respect to the positive subsequence

obtained by taking the negative of each term of the negative subse-

quence; thus we again have that h(x) ECX. We may then review the

arguments in the proof of Theorem 4 to conclude that h(x) is com-

pletely monotonic (D, A).

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3 for the case in which

{0*}i°-i is a sequence of positive real numbers satisfying (5).
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Lemma 6. Let f(x) be completely monotonic (A, A). If we set g(x)

= e~Alxf(x), then g(x) is a non-negative, nonincreasing function of x.

Proof. Taking ra=0 in Definition 2, we see that/(x)^0; hence

g(x) 2:0. Taking ra = 1, we have that

/(«„)    *»»o    ^ Q

f(ei)    e*^    =

Hence g(e0)^g(ei).

Lemma 7. If G(x)=g[(log x)/(A2—Ai)], G(x) is convex and con-

tinuous in the interval 0 < x < oo. Hence the function g(x), and thus f(x),

is continuous for — oo <x< oo.

Proof. Letx0<Xi<x2. Set yi — eUt~M)xi fori = 0, 1, 2. Taking ra=2

in Definition 2, we have that

G(y0)    1   yo

G(yi)    1    yi    ^ 0.

G(y2)    1    y2

From this it follows that G(x) is convex. Since, from Lemma 6, G(x)

is nonincreasing, it follows that G(x) is continuous.

Since G(x) is a convex function, we know [4, 148-150] that G'L(x)

and G'R(x), the left and right-hand derivatives of G(x), exist and

we have that

G'L(x) ^G'r(x) ^0, 0 < x < oo.

Thus we deduce

Corollary 8. gi(x) and gjj(x), the left and right-hand derivatives

of g(x), exist. If x<y, we have that

gl(x) g g'R(x) g g'L(y),      - oo <x<y< oo.

Lemma 9. // we set F(x) =f(x) — \fi(x)/Ai], we have that

gAix

Fix) = -—gLix).
Ai

Lemma 10. Delete from the sequence {a*}^! all terms which are less

than or equal to Ax. Designate the new sequence by A'. The function

Fix) of Lemma 9 is completely monotonic (A, A'). In other words, let

Ai< ■ • • <An be an arbitrary selection from the sequence A'; let

{ckjiZl satisfy eo<ei< ■ ■ ■ <e„_i; then
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F(e0)       e^2'0    • • • eA«">

F(ti)       e42'1     • • • C1*"1
S; 0,    n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

F(en_i)    eA2<»-1 • • • eA""-1

Before proving Lemma 10, we observe that it may be used to

complete the proof of Theorem 3. Lemma 7 established that, if a func-

tion is completely monotonic (A, .4), then it is continuous. Hence it

follows from Lemma 10 that F(x), and thus g£(x), is continuous

(Lemma 9). But from Corollary 8, this implies that the continuous

function g(x) has a derivative g'(x) at every point. Thus/'(x) exists

and f'(x)=fi(x). If we take n = l in Lemma 10 we have that

fL'(x)      ( D\
F(x) = f(x) - i-Li = ^1 - -Jf(x) ^ o.

But this establishes that, if a function f(x) is completely monotonic

(A, A), then (1-D/Ai)f(x) ^0. But by Lemma 10, the latter func-
tion is itself completely monotonic (A, A') so that

Repeated applications of Lemma 10 then give

*=i\       A J

or,/(x) is completely monotonic (7?, A), which completes the proof of

Theorem 3.

We now prove Lemma 10.

For the case » = 1, we must show that F(x)^0. But since/(x) is

completely monotonic (A, .4), we have that, for 8>0 and any x,

*(*-«)    1    >()

g(x)       1    "   '

or

(g(x - 5) - g(x))/ -JgO.

Letting 5 tend to zero, this implies that g'L(x) ̂  0, which in turn im-

plies, by Lemma 9, that F(x) ^0.

For the case n = 2, we write At=A2—Ah and we have that, for

3>0,
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gie0 - 8)     1     eA»<«°-J>

(9) g(e„) 1    e*™ g; 0,

giei)            1    eA»'

and also that, for 5 sufficiently small,

g(«o) 1    eA2<0

(10) g(ei - 8)    1    eA2«'-S)     ^ 0.

gin) 1    eA2"

We conclude from (9) that the second order determinant

g(«o - 8) - gieo)    e^[e-^- l]    >

gin) ~ g(eo) e*1*2 - e«°A2

Hence, multiplying the first row by —1/5, and letting 5 tend to zero,

we obtain

g'L(«o) A2e«oA2

giei) - gieo)    e«'A* - «'oA2

Now apply Lemma 9 to obtain the inequality

F(e0) -e>*A2

(11) r !       ̂   0.
giei)-gieo)   iAi/A2)[e'^ - e'«^]

Similarly, from (10) we obtain the inequality

Fiti) -e***
(12) r n    g 0.

gin) ~ gieo)    iAi/Ai) [e'^ - e'«A*]

Multiplying the first row of (11) by eM'\ the first row of (12) by

— eA"°, we add the resulting inequalities to obtain

F(e0)e^2 -Fie^e'^ 0
> 0

giei) ~ gieo) iAi/Ai) [e'lA2 - e'«A2]

But we see that the term in the first column and first row is precisely

the desired determinant. Thus we deduce that

F(e„)    e^.o

^ 0.
Fin)   eA^

Now we use Theorem 5 to show that this method generalizes to the

case ra = 3; from this case it will be readily seen how to establish our

result for arbitrary ra.
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As before, since/(x) is completely monotonic (A, A), if we choose

5>0 sufficiently small, and if we write A2 = A2 — Ai, A3 = ^43 — Ai, we

have the inequalities

g(ta — 8)    1    e({0_{)Aj   g(«>-J)As

g(e0) 1    e*oAl e<o4»

(13) g; 0,
g(n)           1    e«lA»         e'lAj

g(e2) 1    e'lA* e'2As

g(to) 1    eeoAs e'°As

e(et - 6)    1    e("-8)A2    e<<i-«>A»

(14) ^0,
g(«i)           1    e«xAj         e"A»

g(e2) 1    e«2A2 e«aA'

g(to) 1    e<oAl e«»A'

?(ei) 1    eeiAl e<'A»

(15) ^0.
g(e2 - 5)    1    e<<*-«>A2    e(<2-s>A»

g(e2) 1    e«2A2 e«Aa

We must show that the determinant

F(e0)    e«^2    eeoA3

F3 =    F(«i)    e'iA2    e'^3    g 0.

F(e2)     ee24»    e<2A'

By calculations similar to those in the previous case, we obtain

from inequality (13) that

F(e0) -e'vAi _e«oA,

g(«i) - «(«o)   -1 kAs - e<°A»]   —* [e'^> - e«>*>]
(16) A2 A3 1= 0;

g(e2) - g(to)   — [e€2A2 - eeoA2]   — [e«2Al - e'°A3]

A2 A3

from inequality (14), that

F(«i) — e'^2 — e«i^3

ii . .   Ai r 1
(17) g(eO - g(e0)   — [e<lA2 - e'°A2J    — [e,lA> - e(oA3J

A2 A3 ^ 0;

Ai r .   iu ..
gfe) - g(fo)   — [e«2A2 - e">A2\   — [e«2As - e<°A3J

A2 A3
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from inequality (15), that

F(«2) -e«^» -e'***

,1Q. giei) -gieo)   —' [««i*» - ««o4»]   -i■ [e'^> - e«»A»]

(18) A2 A8 g 0.

Ai . .   Ai. ,
gie^ - gieo)   — [e«A2 - e'°A2]   — [e<2Aa - e'°A3]

A2 A3

Now multiply inequality (16) by the minor of F(e0) in the deter-

minant F3; (17) by the negative of the minor of F(ei), and (18) by the

minor of F(e2). Observing that each of the three minors is positive by

Theorem 5, we add the three inequalities so obtained and we see that,

after factoring positive constants from the second and third columns,

the resulting inequality is

F3 0 0

(19) gin) — gieo)    e'lA2 - e'oAj    e«lA» - etoA»    ^ 0.

g(«2) — gieo)    e«2A2 - ee°Aj   e'iA} - e">A'

Thus F3 is nonnegative, as desired, if its minor in the determinant

on the left side of inequality (19) is positive. But that minor is

g(«i—<o)A2 _ J    g(«i— <o)A> — J

g(«J-«o)Ai  _   J      g(«*-«o)Aj —   J

this is positive by the following result, which is easily deduced from

Theorem 5:

Let

0 < ai < at < ■ • •  < a„, 0 < fii < fii < ■ • ■  < fin.

The determinant

gOU/Si — 1      galfti _ 1 • ■ • eal^n —  1

g<»2|3l —   J       gCtlfa _   1   •   •   •   garfn  —   1

> o.

ganPl —   I      ganfil —  1   •   •  •   ganPn —   1

This completes the proof of Lemma 10.

Theorem 11. Let {m„(x)}"_j be a sequence of functions. Let each

function of the sequence be completely monotonic iA) in — =o <x< oo.

Let the series
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00

Z «n(*)
n-l

converge to a function f(x) in — °o <x< oo. Then f(x) is completely

monotonic (A).

Proof. We have that

k

Z «»(«o)    e<aAl • • • e"** Uj(to)    c*l>Al • • • e,aAn

»"-i

Z «j(«i)    e'lAl • • • eiA» *     «,(ei)    e«lXl • • • etU»

j-i = Z =0.
j-i

*
Z «;(«»)   «""*' • • • e,nAn tij(t„)   e,nAl ■ ■ ■ e,nAn

j-i

Let k tend to « to obtain the desired result.

Theorem 12. Let {«B(x)}„°_1 be a sequence of functions which con-

verge to a limit function f(x). Let un(x) be represenlable as a convolution

transform with a totally positive kernel G(t) constructed from ak>0

un(x) =  |   G(x - t)dpn(t),    - oo < x < oo ;       n = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ ,

J -a

and let f(x)=o(e"'x) as x—>oo. There exists a nondecreasing function

@(f) such that the transform

f'CG(x-t)dp(t)
J -to

converges to f(x) in — <x> <x< oo.
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